EU Declaration of Conformity

Vicor Corporation
25 Frontage Road
Andover, MA 01810
USA

This Declaration of Conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of Vicor Corporation, as the manufacturer:

Declare that the

VI-HAM Series of Harmonic Attenuator Modules
and
VI-HAMD Series of Harmonic Attenuator Module Driver
and
VI-BAMD Series of Harmonic Attenuator Module Booster

Model: VI-aAMb-de-xx (non-RoHS)

where VI may be replaced by MI for MiL COTS models
b = D (120-373 Vdc) or blank = 85-264 Vac 47-63Hz 8A max
xx = customer options, may be blank for no options

The VI-HAM, HAMD and BAMD series of Harmonic Attenuator Module component power supplies are designed for building-in and must be installed in accordance with any conditions of acceptability specified by Vicor Corporation and its subsidiaries.

Michael McNamara
Vice President

05 February 2020